Tsunami Annex to the *US National Plan for Disaster Impacts and Assessments: Weather and Water Data* (NPDIA, FCM-P33-2017, Office of the Federal Coordinator for Meteorological Services and Supporting Research). The NPDIA describes collaborative mechanisms, procedures, and data that will be used to coordinate tsunami disaster impact assessment among government agencies and partners, including universities. The Plan seeks to minimize or eliminate duplication of effort, and ensures collection of a complete and comprehensive data set.

Feedback and consultation during and alongside the NTHMP:

**MONDAY, Jan 27, 1-5 pm.** Working Meeting to write NPDIA

**TUESDAY, Jan 28:**

1. MMS: 11:00-11:30 am - NPDIA / Tsunami Annex overview - focus on MMS

2. Island Caucus: ~3:30 - 4:15 pm - Feedback and consultation, and sharing of plans and experiences, from Island partners

**THURSDAY, Jan 30:**

1. MES: 10:15-11:45 am - NPDIA / Tsunami Annex overview - focus on MES. Plan sharing, Feedback, EM needs

2. Plenary: 3:30-4:30 pm - Feedback continued, Next steps